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page 115. 16-17. money-market gambler : one who writes
entirely for the money he can make. His first thought therefore
is to please his audience, and not to state what is true.
L7.    toady : one who fawns slavishly.
17. Chauvinist : a bellicose patriot. The word is made from
the name of a Frenchman, Chauvin, one of Napoleon's veterans.
18-10. 'leaders of science': no one could fairly say this
now about them.
26. sterling books : good, true books. When he wrote,
cheap reprints of standard works were beginning to flood the
book market, such as the Everyman Library and Nelson's
Classics.
pace 116. 1. Remember those who purchase : the argument
is that you cannot say that every copy bought is read at allt
say nothing oi" read properly. How many book buyers stupidly
imagine that by just buying a bock they have acquired the
knowledge in It!
2. impose upon : to cheat their neighbour into thinking
they like such diflicuU books.
13,    the  glib  many :  here  the   scholar  sp^&jBtet
15.    twanging : jangling ;  sounds  which  make  one  shudder,
15. rhythm : the pleasant movement of sound in. prose and
verse.
15-16. uncut edge : i.e. of book printed on superior paper
with the edges left uncut for the buyer's paper knife, A dead
fashion,
17. blbliopolic discount : nowadays books are sold net in
England, i.e. without discount. Before the war it was different,
and regular bookbuyevs naturally could work out the discount
readily. ' Bibliopolic' is from two Greek words, meaning
' the world of books '.
19. integrated : will their bad reaching be turned to good
and will they therefore become educated? Literally means
' to become one ' ; i.e. education gives one a coherent outlook
on life. The writer probably also refers to the community as
a whole, when everyone will be truly educated.

